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for the president in November.

overseas jobs for students

924-6293

Sacrifice lot of fine like-new SLR

bath, $350. 924-6293

MAGICIAN for mixers, birthday parties, receptions, cocktail parties... Experienced, satisfaction guaranteed! For free demonstration, call Jan Weisbach at 498-4216 early evenings. Performance in short skits at no extra cost.

overseas jobs for students

Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc. All professions and occupations, $1700 to $3000 monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing. Free information - Write Joke Overseas, Dept. FS, P.O. Box 15071, San Diego, CA 92115.

diamond engagement & wedding rings. 3000 ring selections in all styles at 50% discount to students, staff, and faculty. Buy direct from leading manufacturers and SAVE! 14K $179, 18K $299. For free folder write: Box 42, Fairwood, N. J. 07023.

lost - Brass Rat, Class of '73, lost in Boston. Field House S. Saturday, September 24. If found, please contact Doug at downtown 0447 after midnight.

20% - 50% off on all stereo equipment. Stereo Components, Compact, and 78's. All new, factory sealed cartons. 100% guaranteed. All major brands available. Call Mike anytime, 491-7793.

unique service for PhD or MA candidates. Professional experienced editor works with you to prepare your thesis for acceptance by department or publishers. All topics. Personal service, pick up and delivery. Call Lisa 492-3155 anytime.

I've been typing Master's and PhD's full-time for three years (and still love it). I'd be happy to help you. 894-3406. (Boston)

Call Jim Weinrich at 4984216 early evenings. I'll be glad to send you our free illustrated brochure which describes the program and services we have for the education of students and professionals worldwide. Please note that we have no student or professional clients who are not convinced of the value of our service before they have used it - so let us demonstrate - free of charge. You will be pleased with our professional services. There is no obligation. Money back if not delighted!

next week's tech

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1972

THE TECH

G.O.P. Launches Youth for Nixon Drive

The program will not endorse any state, or local Republican candidates for office. She added that one of the major problems that has been that of identification, and "people must realize that there is an organization for young voters for President Nixon."

The Young Voters program is apparently having reasonably good luck on the college campuses in Massachusetts, with over twenty colleges already set up, and many more just now getting coordination, including MIT, where the McGovern campaign has had a substantial time advantage, having begun campaign efforts back in March and April for the spring primaries.

Thus far, Young Voters programs have been organized at Boston College, Boston University, Wellesley, MIT, Whistler, University of Massachusetts at Boston, Radcliffe, Harvard, Mt. Holyoke, Amherst, and Smith, though the most active organizations have appeared to be in Western Massachusetts.

Disproportion overall voter appeal, the major problem facing the Young Voters program in Massachusetts is that of lack of sufficient funding. The Massachusetts CRP is also in financial trouble, stemming from a low budget given to the state officer at the beginning of the campaign, when carrying Massachusetts seemed next to impossible to the Republicans. However, the organization will undoubtedly be assisted by campaign visits in the time before the election.

EXPERIENCED TRANSLATORS & EDITORS NEEDED: Well-paid freelance work, arranged to suit your schedule. Knowledge of scientific, legal or business fields in any foreign language. Please send postcard with name, address, phone no. for further information to Linguistic Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 31, Cambridge MA 02139.
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